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Abstract

In this paper, we first provide a new theoretical un-
derstanding of the Evidence Pre-propagated Importance
Sampling algorithm (EPIS-BN) (Yuan & Druzdzel
2003; 2006b) and show that its importance function
minimizes the KL-divergence between the function it-
self and the exact posterior probability distribution in
Polytrees. We then generalize the method to deal with
inference in general hybrid Bayesian networks consist-
ing of deterministic equations and arbitrary probability
distributions. Using a novel technique called soft arc
reversal, the new algorithm can also handle evidential
reasoning with observed deterministic variables.

Introduction

Evidence Pre-propagated Importance Sampling algorithm
(EPIS-BN) (Yuan & Druzdzel 2003; 2006b) computes
an importance function by pre-propagating evidence in
Bayesian networks. In this paper, we provide a new theo-
retical understanding of the algorithm and show that its im-
portance function minimizes the KL-divergence between the
function itself and the exact posterior probability distribu-
tion in polytrees.

We then generalize the method to deal with evidential rea-
soning in hybrid Bayesian networks. In order not to limit
the modeling power of a Bayesian network-based tool, we
should make the representation of hybrid Bayesian networks
as general as possible. The representation should not only
allow mixtures of discrete and continuous variables, but also
allow arbitrary orderings among them, including discrete
variables with continuous parents. Conditional relations can
be either modeled as deterministic equations or as arbitrary
probability distributions with parameters as functions of par-
ent variables.

Excel offers complete modeling freedom and allows users
to specify any interaction among its cells (these can be
viewed as variables). Add-ons to spreadsheet programs,
such as Excel, apply Monte Carlo sampling in solving
spreadsheet models. Another group of modeling tools that
offer a complete modeling freedom are visual spreadsheets,
with Analytica (http://www.lumina.com/) being a
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prominent example. However, the main shortcoming of both
spreadsheets and visual spreadsheets is that they only allow
forward sampling and have no capability for evidential rea-
soning. Evidential reasoning is hard, mainly because the
a-priori probability of observed variables is extremely low.

Since the general case is difficult, many existing ap-
proaches focus on special instances, such as Conditional
Linear Gaussians (CLGs) (Lauritzen 1992; Lauritzen. &
Jensen 2001; Gogate & Dechter 2005). CLG networks do
not allow discrete variables with continuous parents, and all
continuous variables must have conditional linear Gaussian
distributions. To address the limitation, CLGs was later ex-
tended with softmax function to model discrete child with
continuous parents (Lerner, Segal, & Koller 2001). Re-
cent work approximates general hybrid Bayesian networks
using Mixture of Truncated Exponentials (MTE) (Cobb &
Shenoy 2005; Moral, Rumi, & Salmeron 2001) or CLGs
(Shenoy 2006). Although inference in the approximated
models can be done exactly, accuracy of the results is sub-
ject to the quality of the approximation, and striving for
good approximation may bring numerical instability for
these methods. Other approaches to inference in hybrid
Bayesian networks include dynamic discretization (Kozlov
& Koller 1997), junction tree algorithm with sample po-
tentials (Koller, Lerner, & Angelov 1999) and generalized
belief propagation algorithms for hybrid models (Heskes &
Zoeter 2003; Sudderth et al. 2003; Yuan & Druzdzel 2006a).

Although extending EPIS-BN to hybrid models seems
natural, two major difficulties need to be overcome in or-
der to make the generalization work. First, although al-
gorithms exist for performing belief propagation in hybrid
models (Heskes & Zoeter 2003; Sudderth et al. 2003;
Yuan & Druzdzel 2006a), it is not straightforward how to
utilize them to compute an importance function for sam-
pling. Second, it is extremely difficult to generate a valid
sample by forward sampling methods when there are ob-
served deterministic variables. To tackle the difficulties, we
propose two techniques: online importance function genera-
tion and soft arc reversal. The resulting algorithm gives full
modeling freedom, because it is general enough to deal with
evidential reasoning in hybrid Bayesian networks that con-
tain linear or nonlinear deterministic equations and arbitrary
probability distributions, and it also guarantees to converge
to correct posterior probability distributions.
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Evidence Pre-propagated Importance

Sampling

Importance sampling-based algorithms, such as AIS-
BN (Cheng & Druzdzel 2000), Dynamic IS (Moral &
Salmeron 2003), and EPIS-BN (Yuan & Druzdzel 2003;
2006b), have been proven effective in solving discrete
Bayesian networks. These algorithms essentially differ only
in the methods that they use to compute importance func-
tions. The role taken by the importance function in im-
portance sampling is similar to that of a heuristic func-
tion in search algorithms; the more precise the impor-
tance function is, the better importance sampling performs.
In this section, we develop a new theoretical understand-
ing for the EPIS-BN algorithm (Yuan & Druzdzel 2003;
2006b).

The EPIS-BN Algorithm: A Review

Suppose P (X) models the joint probability distribution over
a set of variables {X1, X2, ..., Xn} in a Bayesian network.
Let the evidence set be E. The importance function of EPIS-
BN is defined as:

ρ(X\E) =

n∏

i=1

P (Xi|PA(Xi),E) , (1)

where each P (Xi|PA(Xi),E) is an importance conditional
probability table (ICPT) (Cheng & Druzdzel 2000). The
following theorem shows that we can calculate the ICPTs
in polytrees exactly (Yuan & Druzdzel 2003; 2006b).

Theorem 1 Let Xi be a variable in a polytree, and
E be the set of evidence variables. The exact ICPT
P (Xi|PA(Xi),E) for Xi is

α(PA(Xi))P (Xi|PA(Xi))λ(Xi) , (2)

where α(PA(Xi)) is a normalizing constant dependent on
PA(Xi), and λ(Xi) is the message to Xi sent from its de-
scendants, as defined in (Pearl 1988).

Based on the observation that LBP provides surprisingly
good results for many networks with loops (Murphy, Weiss,
& Jordan 1999), Yuan and Druzdzel (2003; 2006b) propose
to use a small number of LBP steps to estimate the impor-
tance functions for loopy networks in the EPIS-BN algo-
rithm. Experimental results show that subsequent impor-
tance sampling converges to the posterior probability dis-
tribution, even in those cases in which LBP does not con-
verge to the right posterior. The resulting algorithm, EPIS-
BN, achieves a considerable improvement over the previ-
ous state-of-the-art algorithm, AIS-BN (Cheng & Druzdzel
2000).

A New Theoretical Justification

We now develop a new theoretical understanding of the suc-
cess of the EPIS-BN algorithm. Given a particular rep-
resentation of importance function, we want to parameter-
ize it such that it is as close as possible to the posterior
probability distribution. The posterior distribution of the
network hence has the following form: P (X1, ..., Xn|E).
Let Q(X1, ..., Xn) be the importance function. It has been

shown that when diagnostic evidence is introduced, the op-
timal importance function no longer factorizes in the same
way as the original network (Yuan & Druzdzel 2005). Nev-
ertheless, most existing importance sampling algorithms
still use the prior network structure as the representation for
their importance function. We also use the representation in
this work, i.e.,

Q(X) =

n∏

i=1

Q(Xi|PA(Xi)) . (3)

First, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 2 The importance function that takes the original
network structure and minimizes the KL-divergence from the
posterior probability distribution has the following form

Q(X) ∝

n∏

i=1

P (Xi, PA(Xi)|E) . (4)

Proof: The KL-divergence between the importance function
and the posterior probability distribution is

KL(P (X|E), Q(X))

=
∑

X

P (X|E) ln
P (X|E)

Q(X)

=
∑

X

P (X|E) ln P (X|E) −
∑

X

P (X|E) ln Q(X)

= −H(P ) + H(P, Q),

where

H(P, Q)

= −
∑

X

P (X|E) ln
n∏

i=1

Q(Xi|PA(Xi))

= −
∑

X

P (X|E)
n∑

i=1

ln Q(Xi|PA(Xi))

= −
n∑

i=1

∑

X

P (X|E) ln Q(Xi|PA(Xi))

= −
n∑

i=1

∑

Xi,PA(Xi)

P (Xi, PA(Xi)|E) ln Q(Xi|PA(Xi)).

Therefore, the minimum is achieved when

∀i Q(Xi|PA(Xi)) ∝ P (Xi, PA(Xi)|E) . (5)

�

Given the above theorem, we immediately have the fol-
lowing corollary for polytrees.

Corollary 1 In a polytree, the importance function that
takes the original network structure and minimizes the KL-
divergence from the posterior probability distribution has
the following form

Q(X) ∝
n∏

i=1

λ(Xi)P (Xi|PA(Xi))
∏

Uj∈PA(Xi)

πXi
(Uj) ,

(6)
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where λ(Xi) is the message sent from children of Xi and
πXi

(Uj) is the message sent from parent Uj , as defined in
(Pearl 1988).
Proof: In a polytree, the evidence set can be divided into
two sets, i.e., E = E

+
Xi

∪ E
−

Xi
, where E

+
Xi

is the evidence

set connected to parents of Xi, and E
−

Xi
is the evidence set

connected to children of Xi. Therefore,

Q(Xi|PA(Xi))

∝ P (Xi, PA(Xi)|E)

∝
P (Xi, PA(Xi),E

+
Xi

,E−

Xi
)

P (E)

∝ P (E−

Xi
|Xi)P (Xi|PA(Xi))P (PA(Xi)|E

+
Xi

)

∝ P (E−

Xi
|Xi)P (Xi|PA(Xi))

∏

Ui∈PA(Xi)

P (Ui|E
+
Ui

).

∝ λ(Xi)P (Xi|PA(Xi))
∏

Ui∈PA(Xi)

πXi
(Uj) .

�

Although the above result is apparently different from
Theorem 1, note that if we sample a Bayesian network in
its topological order, the parents of a variable Xi are al-
ready instantiated before we sample Xi. Hence, the π mes-
sages from its parents are all constants. Therefore, Corol-
lary 1 reduces to Theorem 1. Another important implication
of this theoretical result is that belief propagation not only
calculates the exact marginal posterior probability distribu-
tions, but also calculates a joint posterior probability dis-
tribution over unobserved variables that minimizes the KL-
divergence from the exact posterior probability distribution.

Importance Sampling in Hybrid Bayesian

Networks

In this section, we generalize the EPIS-BN algorithm to deal
with evidential reasoning in general hybrid Bayesian net-
works.

The Approach

Monte Carlo sampling methods put minimal restriction on
the representation of the models as long as we know how to
sample from the probability distributions being used. This
makes sampling a natural choice for inference in general hy-
brid Bayesian networks. However, not much work has been
done in this direction due to two major difficulties. First, ob-
taining a good importance function is difficult in such gen-
eral models. Second, no methods exist for evidential reason-
ing with observed deterministic variables. Such case is diffi-
cult because forward sampling methods will have difficulty
in obtaining valid samples; almost all the samples obtained
will have zero probabilities.

We dedicate the next two sections to addressing the two
difficulties. In the next section, we discuss how to use the
Hybrid Loopy Belief Propagation (HLBP) algorithm (Yuan
& Druzdzel 2006a) to compute an importance function and
generalize EPIS-BN to general hybrid Bayesian networks.

In the section after that, we propose a technique called soft
arc reversal to deal with evidential reasoning when observed
deterministic variables are present.

Online Importance Function Generation

We first discuss how to apply HLBP to calculate importance
function in hybrid Bayesian networks. The main idea of
HLBP is that, since no closed-form solutions exist for the
LBP messages in general hybrid models, HLBP formulates
the message calculation as Monte Carlo integration prob-
lem and approximates the messages using mixture of Gaus-
sians (MoGs) (Titterington, Smith, & Makov 1985).

Just as in EPIS-BN, we are interested in making use of
the λ messages estimated by HLBP to calculate the ICPTs.
In discrete Bayesian networks, we are able to multiply the λ
messages with CPTs to obtain the ICPTs before sampling.
It is much more complex in hybrid Bayesian networks, and
we have to distinguish the following several scenarios. First,
the λ messages are useless in the following case.

Deterministic continuous variable with arbitrary parents:
As soon as the parents of a deterministic node are instanti-
ated, we simply evaluate the deterministic relation to get its
value. Its λ messages can be simply discarded.

In the following two cases, a node has all discrete parents.
ICPTs can also be computed before the sampling step.

Discrete variable with only discrete parents: This sce-
nario reduces to the same as in discrete Bayesian networks.

Stochastic continuous variable with only discrete parents:
All the conditional relations in this case are continuous prob-
ability distributions with fixed parameters. We can approxi-
mate the conditional distributions with MoGs (Titterington,
Smith, & Makov 1985) and multiply with the λ message to
produce new MoGs as the ICPTs using either Gibbs sam-
pling (Sudderth et al. 2003) or importance sampling (Yuan
& Druzdzel 2006a).

Finally, if a node has continuous parents, its conditional
relations may depend on the values of these parents, such
as a softmax function (Lerner, Segal, & Koller 2001) or a
probability distribution with parameters as functions of the
parents. Pre-computing ICPT is typically infeasible. We
propose a technique called online importance function gen-
eration to deal with the problem. The main idea is to delay
combining the λ message with the conditional relation until
the parents are instantiated. The technique is applied during
sampling and adopted in the following two cases.

Discrete variable with continuous parents: Once parents
of a discrete variable are instantiated, the conditional rela-
tion becomes a discrete distribution which can be multiplied
by the discrete λ message to produce the importance func-
tion.

Stochastic continuous variable with continuous parents:
Once the parents are instantiated, the parameters of the con-
ditional distributions become constants. We can approxi-
mate the distributions by MoGs and multiply with the λ mes-
sage to get the importance function.

Evidential Reasoning with Deterministic Variables

Unlikely evidence is known to pose problems for impor-
tance sampling. It is even more the case in hybrid Bayesian
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networks. In particular, observed deterministic variables
make sampling difficult. Note that importance sampling
algorithms are typically forward sampling methods, i.e.,
they sample a network in its topological order. However,
samples thus obtained may conflict with evidence observed
on a deterministic node and hence have zero probabilities.
Cobb and Shenoy (2005) approximate nonlinear determinis-
tic equations using piecewise linear equations; their method
is not applicable here because it may produce invalid sam-
ples. To address the problem, we propose a technique named
soft arc reversal: we draw samples for all the parents except
one and solve the remaining parent using the deterministic
equation. Of course we have to assign appropriate weights
to samples in order to correct bias thus introduced. This
technique is similar to performing a physical arc reversal on
the network.

P (C|A, B)
C = A + 2 ∗ B

��
��

��
����

��

��� ���

A B

C

Figure 1: A simple hybrid Bayesian network.

We explain soft arc reversal using a concrete example.
Suppose we have a small hybrid Bayesian network with
three continuous variables A, B, and C as in Figure 1. C
is a deterministic node dependent on A and B. We also as-
sume that C is observed to be 4.0. A plain forward sam-
pling algorithm would sample A and B first and accept the
evidence on C as the sample. However, such sample would
almost surely have zero probability, because the chance of
sampling a value pair for A and B that satisfy the equation
P (C|A, B) is almost zero. Note that once we get the value
for either A or B, the value of the other variable is already
determined. For example, suppose we get value 2.0 for A.
Then B can only take value 1.0. Therefore, instead of sam-
pling B, we should solve for it and take 1.0 as the sample.

This problem is not really unique to hybrid models. Sup-
pose there is a discrete Bayesian network with the same
structure as in Figure 1, and the CPT of node C models the
relation C = OR(A, B) among three binary variables. Let
C be observed to be 0. If we sample A and B first, it is
also hard to hit a valid sample, because only one scenario
(A = 0, B = 0) is compatible with the evidence, and many
samples will be wasted. However, since there are only four
scenarios in total, we can still hit valid samples. The issue
was not addressed in any previous algorithms to our best
knowledge.

The reversal parents are selected in a preprocessing step.
We prefer to choose stochastic nodes as reversal parents, be-
cause once a stochastic node is solved, we can update the
weight of the current sample using the conditional proba-
bility distribution of the node. However, if all parents are

deterministic, we have no choice but to pick a deterministic
parent to reverse; the choice can be arbitrary in such case.
Then, we need to apply the selecting procedure recursively
to the reversal parent until we find a stochastic node or a root
node.

We need an equation solver in order to solve determinis-
tic equations. In our implementation, we use the Newton’s
method for solving nonlinear set of equations (Kelley 2003).
Not all equations are solvable by this equation solver or any
equation solver for that matter. It is desirable to choose a
parent that is easier to solve, which can be tested using a pre-
processing step. In more difficult cases, we have to resort to
modeler’s help and ask for specifying which parent to solve
or even specify the inverse functions manually. When there
are multiple choices, one helpful heuristic is to choose the
parent with the largest variance.

The HEPIS-BN Algorithm

Now, since we know how to calculate all the ICPTs and how
to deal with observed deterministic variables, we are ready
to present the hybrid evidence pre-propagated importance
sampling algorithm (HEPIS-BN). The complete algorithm
is outlined in Figure 2. It essentially boils down to drawing
a single importance sample, as in Steps 5 and 6, from the
importance function and repeating the process until we get
enough samples.

Experimental Results

We tested our algorithm using two benchmark models and a
modified benchmark model. We compute the exact solutions
by a massive amount of computation (likelihood weighting
(LW) (Fung & Chang 1989; Shachter & Peot 1989) with
100M samples). To evaluate how well HEPIS-BN performs,
we discretized the ranges of continuous variables to 50 in-
tervals and then calculated the Hellinger’s distance between
the results of HEPIS-BN and the exact solutions. We use
likelihood weighting as our baseline because of its applica-
bility to general hybrid models. We tried comparing our al-
gorithm against the Gibbs sampling implemented in BUGS
but encountered convergence difficulties similar to those re-
ported in (Lerner, Segal, & Koller 2001). All results are the
average of 50 runs of the experiments.

Results on the Emission Networks

In the first experiment, we tested the HEPIS-BN algorithm
on two benchmark models, emission network (Lauritzen
1992) and augmented emission network (Lerner, Segal, &
Koller 2001).

Several existing approaches only produce the first two
moments as the solution. However, we would like to note
that mean and variance alone provide only limited informa-
tion about the actual posterior probability distributions. Fig-
ure 4 shows the posterior probability distribution of node
DustEmission when observing CO2Emission, Penetrability
and WasteType to be −1.6, 0.5, and1 respectively. We also
plot in the same figure the corresponding normal approxima-
tion with mean 3.77 and variance 1.74. We see that the nor-
mal approximation does not reflect the true posterior. While
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Algorithm: HEPIS-BN
Input: Hybrid Bayesian network B, a set of evidence vari-
ables E, and a set of non-evidence variables X;
Output: The marginal distributions of non-evidence vari-
ables.

1. Order the nodes in the topological order of the network.

2. Select reversal ancestors for evidence nodes.

3. Perform hybrid loopy belief propagation (HLBP) for
several steps.

4. Precompute the ICPTs for all the nodes with only dis-
crete parents using messages by HLBP.

5. Initialize sample weight w to be 1.0.

6. for each node X in the ordering

if X is a reversal parent

\∗ Do nothing! ∗\

else if X is stochastic with no evidence

Calculate ICPT I(x|u) if not already computed
and draw a sample for x.

Set w = w ∗ P (x|u)/I(x|u).

else if X is deterministic with no evidence

Evaluate P (x|u) and keep the weight unchanged.

else if X is stochastic with evidence e

Take e as the sample and set w = w ∗ P (e|u).

else \∗ X must be deterministic with evidence ∗\

Use soft arc reversal to solve reversal parents.

Assign appropriate weight for the current sample.

end if

end for

7. Repeat steps 5–6 and draw a desirable number of
weighted samples.

8. Estimate the posterior marginal probability distribu-
tions for all unobserved variables.

Figure 2: The HEPIS-BN algorithm.

the actual posterior distribution has a multimodal shape, the
normal approximation does not tell us where the mass really
is. On the contrary, LW and HEPIS-BN with 4K samples
were both able to correctly estimate the shape of the poste-
rior probability distribution, with HEPIS-BN demonstrating
better performance than LW.

We compared the convergence rates and plotted the error
curves of both algorithms in Figure 5(a). We also plotted the
results of LW on emission network with no evidence (the
ideal case for importance sampling). Although results thus
obtained are not strict lower bounds, they can serve as an
indication of the limiting precision of importance sampling
on the network. We observe that HEPIS-BN had a precision
even slightly better than the ideal case, maybe due to fewer
nodes to estimate. However, HEPIS-BN requires more time
to generate a sample than LW, roughly twice as much as LW
on the emission network.

Crop

Price Tax 
Rate

Total
Price

Subsidize

Buy 

Figure 3: Augmented crop network.
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Figure 4: The posterior probability distributions estimated
by LW, HEPIS-BN, normal approximation of DustEmission
when observing CO2Emission, Penetrability and WasteType
to be −1.6, 0.5, 1 respectively in emission network.

We also used a more unlikely evidence with
CO2Emission, Penetrability and WasteType being
−0.1, 0.5, and1 respectively to test the robustness of
LW and HEPIS-BN. It is more unlikely because when we
set Penetrability to 0.5 and WasteType to 1, the posterior
probability distribution of CO2Emission has a mean of
−1.55. The error curves are shown in Figure 5(b). We
can see that LW clearly performed worse, but HEPIS-BN
seemed quite robust to low likelihood of the evidence. To
develop a better understanding, we gradually changed the
observed value of CO2Emission to make the evidence less
likely and ran both algorithms on these cases. The results
are plotted in Figure 6. We observe that LW kept deteri-
orating in face of unlikely evidence, while HEPIS-BN’s
performance was fairly stable.

We also plotted the convergence results on the augmented
emission (Lerner, Segal, & Koller 2001) network with ev-
idence of CO2Sensor and DustSensor being true in Fig-
ure 7(a). We used the same evidence as in (Lerner, Segal, &
Koller 2001). Again, we observe that HEPIS-BN achieves a
precision better than LW and comparable to the ideal case.

Evidential Reasoning with Deterministic Variables

We propose soft arc reversal to deal with observed deter-
ministic nodes. To verify that the proposed technique works
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Figure 5: Convergence curve comparison of LW and
HEPIS-BN on emission network with evidence (a)
CO2Emission = −1.6, Penetrability = 0.5 and WasteType
= 1 (b) CO2Emission = −0.1, Penetrability = 0.5 and
WasteType = 1, together with Ideal case (LW on emission
with no evidence).
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Figure 6: The influence of the observed value of
CO2Emission on the precision of LW and HEPIS-BN after
observing Penetrability to 0.5 and WasteType to 1 in emis-
sion network.

properly, we revised the crop network (Lerner, Segal, &
Koller 2001) by adding a nonlinear deterministic node To-
talPrice (TotalPrice = Price∗ (1+TaxRate)) (as in Fig-
ure 3) and observing the value of TotalPrice to be 18.0. Al-
though the model is quite simple, most existing approaches
cannot handle it. The classic LW does not work in such
case either. We had to enhance it for the purpose of our
experiments with the soft arc reversal technique. We ran
the same experiment as in the previous section, and plotted
out the error curves in Figure 7(b). We again observed that
HEPIS-BN performed better than LW on this network and
its precision was comparable to the ideal case.

Results on Larger Networks

Given the stability demonstrated by the HEPIS-BN algo-
rithm, we anticipate that the advantage of HEPIS-BN will
be more evident in larger models. To test the hypothesis,
we transformed the emission network into a dynamic model
with three slices and a total of 27 variables, and observed
CO2Emission at −0.1 and Penetrability at 0.5 in the first
and third slice of the model. The results of the algorithms
are shown in Figure 8. While LW showed a much worse
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Figure 7: Error curves LW and HEPIS-BN (a) augmented
emission network when CO2Sensor and DustSensor are ob-
served to be true (b) crop network when totalprice is ob-
served to be 18.0.
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Figure 8: Error curves of LW and HEPIS-BN on the dy-
namic emission network.

precision, the precision of HEPIS-BN remained close the
that of the ideal case. Therefore, although HEPIS-BN typi-
cally requires more running time per sample, it is expected
to outperform LW on complex models.

Conclusion

In this paper, we provide a new theoretical understanding of
the EPIS-BN algorithm and show that its importance func-
tion is motivated by minimizing the KL-divergence from
posterior probability distribution. We then propose the
HEPIS-BN algorithm that deals with evidential reasoning
in general hybrid Bayesian networks using two novel tech-
niques: online importance function generation and soft arc
reversal. We tested the algorithm on several benchmark hy-
brid models, and observed that HEPIS-BN not only yields
a much better accuracy than LW given the same number
of samples, but also is more stable in face of unlikely ev-
idence. More importantly, its performance is consistently
close to the ideal case with no evidence. The new algorithm
provides full modeling freedom and is applicable to a broad
class of problems. HEPIS-BN is slower than LW due to its
complexity, but its efficiency can be improved using more
efficient density estimation techniques. We believe that the
advantage of HEPIS-BN will become more evident in large
models with unlikely observations.
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